process have 'basic needs' and that these have not been met should have come as no surprise. The fact that in the last two years or so it has is in one view almost incredible. With the new concern for basic needs strategies are we admitting that development institutions simply forgot that people had basic needs? And are we now to applaud their rediscovery when to anyone else the need to satisfy them was self evident?
Partly, of course, the necessity was not self evident. The strategies based on growth in GNP had argued that growth would itself take care of poverty and that any stubborn pockets remaining could be taken care of at a later stage. Partly the recognition comes because orthodox comparative research documenting both the growth of absolute poverty and an increase in inequality is both tentative and relatively recent.. Partly, too, the political, technical and administrative difficulties of redistributing the benefits of growth were vastly underestimated, if they were ever seriously thought of at all, and were further clouded by assumptions about political will.
Politics, however, is less about 'will' than about specific and complex structures of interest and action, Once systems of production and distribution have been set up to achieve growth it is very difficult to reverse their activities. Existing price signals run counter to the production o low cost goods and institutions develop a life of their own.
The complexes of largely inflexible procedures and interests embedded in the existing social matrix of administration and politics continue to exclude the disadvantaged while existing consuniption and production patterns create groups dedicated to defending the status quo. The 'redistribution with growth' model saw the importance of these factors and argued that redistribution had to be built gradually into the pattern of growth by taking new increments in growth and redistributmg those rather than attacking existing distortions directly.
The difficulties of including the excluded within development projects would remain, however, and the timetable within which to alter the pattern of production and distribution through increments would presumably exclude the current generation from tangible benefits. lt was not perhaps surprising that the new themes required by development agencies, as they followed their own institutional interests, would be more radical, stressing the urgency of minimum needs (perhaps even at the cost of growth), a timetable of one generation or less, and a commitment to expanded service delivery and supply capacity. So 'basic needs', 'basic human needs', 'minimum needs' and other variants are now with us.
The new terms are superficially more appealing than, say. 'absolute poverty eradication'. Would any politician want to mount a campaign for 'redistribution with growth' when he could appeal to the obligation to satisfy basic needs? In what way could a poor peasant farmer, moreover, demand 'integrated rural development'? His needs are for food, to improve (or even keep) his land, for more (or less) water, the chance for his children to leave rural poverty through education and urban employment, and so on. Let others worry about development strategies and the aesthetics of terminology: the peasant farmer and the urban worker know what their essential needs are and that existing development patterns rarely help. 'Basic needs' ought, then, to bring a freshness to the discussion which was previously lacking.
But will the new approach really help? 'Basic needs' is often referred to in this Bulletin as a slogan, even by those writers who are sympathetic to its broad aims. Are we then to take the discussion seriously or dismiss it as the latest twist of fashion? Who really wants basic needs strategiessince the poor can rarely make themselves heard and have difficulty in pressing their demands? Is the current interest due--as Ronald Dore asks--to an increase in humane enlightenment and a disciplined learning from the failure of past policies? Are not the intellectual problems of growth prior, and basic needs at best a distraction from this task? The other papers share many of his misgivings but are equally convinced that it is necessary either to contribute to policy formation in order to meet popular basic needs or to analyse the forces which lead to their frustration. Present basic needs policy interventions may he naive, crude or misjudged (or all of these) and basic needs difficult to define, but the satisfaction of popular basic needs as the critical goal of development efforts appears to be above question. Or does this acceptance merely indicate a misplaced and uncritical egalitarianism? Certainly while efforts and analysis to help the disadvantaged and excluded meet their primary requirements are accepted, it is the difficulty rather than the possibility of them doing so in the face of economic and political constraints which is emphasized in each of the contributions.
The first three articles concentrate on the referents and flavour of the concept. The last six, having examined the concept and given qualified approval to its concern for minimum conditions, take up more specific themes. They differ considerably in their priorities, but are all concerned to set basic needs problems within a framework of economic forces and processes of political and adminstrative choice. In varying ways they attempt to specify the degree to which there is room for governments and institutions to make choices which favour basic needs. To that extent they all touch on 'the politics of basic needs"the theme of this extended editorial. expanded its concern with employmentfirst to unemployment, then to the unorganised and rural employment sectors and finally to income distribution and basic needs; the IBRD absorbed its existing concerns with absolute poverty eradication and redistribution through growth within 'minimum needs'; UNEP began to speak of the 'inner' environmental limits of basic needs as a complement to ecologic-al 'outer' limit considerations; UNICEF has integrated its smaller aid projects for children and women into a basic services approach; and so on.
Modelling and counting
Many of the reports which have influenced the approach have been based on global models and international prescriptions. They deal, it is truc, with social and political structures, but as items in the model .ind obstacles lo be overcome, not as the difficult and intractable problems they 'Basic Needs', however, begins to look increasingly like a mechanical quantitative exercise. First, identify the individual goods and services which sill make up the minimum bundle to meet basic needs. (These will, of course, need to reflect national and local priorities but will also invariably include elements of shelter, food. clothing or whatever else clamours for attention.) Second. set minimum 'socially-determined' target levels for each good or service. Third, having identified the package and set minimum targets it is necessary to create a system of priorities and cost against 'other developmental objectives (lt may, however, he those other objectives which frustrate basic needs in the first place!) If. at the second stage. target groups have also been closely specified then, almost certainly, new institutions will he created lo implement the programme. If not, the basic needs planner will need to identify projects appropriate to the overall strategy for existing institutions and this will require a new statistical monitoring and evaluation unit to ensure that data are collected and analysed. Much of the basic needs discussion seems to assume an audience of international and national planners who are already working in a favourable political contextor in none at all. Any obligatory references to participation are usually vague or ñaïve. In the absence of a sense for the structure of political and class demands for basic needs the concept can easily become a damaging and unrealistic technical exercise in "count, cost and supply" (Cassen: n.d. mimeo). Whatever caveats are entered about participation. sensitivity, and intentions, scheiiia which hear any relationship to the standard quantitative exercise suggested above are almost certainly incompatible with genuine participation. Reg Green. indeed. feels it ahsoliitçly necessary lo distinguish between basic iieeds approaches which treat participafion as an additional item in the list of reuuirements and basic ¡mmmi needs approaches which have participation at the centre of their concerns and "involve a form of human liberation''.
There need be few doubts about the ability of the basic needs approach to absorb additional needsparticipation of course: human rights almost certainly; security, nationalism and much else besides. The core of much of the discussion. however, has been about minimum material needs with other needs in a peripheral position. One suspects moreover that the dilTiculty of operationalising 'participation', even if this could be specified, will lead national officials to turn imniediately to the safer options of rations and goods. As Bernard Schatler points out, officials have to limit their work to problems which they can manage hut not quite solve: they rarely find participation manageable. lt could be argued, of course, that if a clear sense of priority and objective is there, participation and political negotiation will fall into place afterwards and that those who argue for participation at all or most planning stages are simply utopian. The best that is possible may be only the second best of starting from a top level political and official agreement and moving towards as much consultation and participation as possible. This may even he a very good second best when we consider that previous development strategies had simply assumed that participation was achieved through market outcomes. At least; it could be argued, in the basic needs approach the diaghosis is right even if its accomplishments are still to come.
Approach or strategy
The Bulletin is necessarily incomplete: it does not, for example, include papers which are prepared to arguefor a national poverty mapping approach. Nor is there any attempt to define a basic needs strategy. Most contributors appear happy to accept that 'basic needs' can only he an approach, not an overall strategy. Others simply accept an agenda of analytical and operational problems for example, the operation of subsidies and basic servicesas evidence of 'the basic'. More radically, Reginald Green suggests that basic human needs strategies are country specific, involve the assessment of national, sociallydetermined needs, and rely on the circumstances oF participation in that country. Any attempt to arrive at a single strategy would be illusory.
In addition, no attempt is made to include the range of extended country studies which would be necessary to establish the merits of basic needs approaches in ,i1u. The one article based on a single country experienceMartin Godfrey on Kenya--serves to indicate a more general problem rather than to record a particular basic needs strategy in operation. His paper shows that governments cou implement policies and reforms opposed to the interests of some dominant groups and which a mechanical reading-ofi of dominant interests would never have predicted. To succeed, however, a basic would have to implement a core of mutually reinforcing reforms. and there is little indication of this.
Lists and linkages
One can only agree with Manfred Bienefeld that 'almost by definition' basic needs are democratic choices. But presumably only in the sense that they are of generalisable human interest. People are never likely to be asked to 'vote for the basic', although in choosing, say, "The Workers and Peasant Peoples Party" where, very rarely, there is an opportuntiy to do so, they may come as close to it as possible. Yet, given this choice, certain sections of the poor who might be expected to favour basic needs approaches may appear to vote against it, not because of 'false consciousness' but because the issue for or against basic needs could never be presented in simple, 'either/or' terms. And in how many countries is genuine choice possible and the ability of the poor to press their demands without repression guaranteed or available?
How, then, can a concern with minimum conditions be distinguished in action and choice? This is a point which Bernard SchafTer stresseslook at actual moments in a programme when there was a choice between more or less immediate equality and draw implications from that rather than attempting to list needs and then supply them.
But is this merely academic quibbling? Of course needs are not only material and situations are complex, hut in the absence of the ideal mustn't we choose the second best?
There are, however, no short cuts. The complex linkage between needs and the stratification of political demands makes intervention difficult and unless interventions are integrated and carefully analysed they may well accentuate inequality and destitution by making the very poor even more vulnerable to change. Linkages, moreover, may suggest less direct ways of meeting needs. I can imagine education being treated as a third or fourth priority behind, say, food, shelter and water. Yet giving priority to education could result in people learning to boil water or to accept a more balanced diet. Employment or food may be ranked as more pressing than housing, but housing and a right to residence are necessary in order to secure a base and begin the search for employment and food.
Exclusion and minima
Possibly the single most problematic defect in the basic needs approach is that it is based so explicitly on a model of individual need instead of on the relationship of (necessarily social and political) activities. The fundamental appeal and urgency implied in the very words 'basic' and 'needs' reflects both the strength and weakness of the approach. Their resonance confirms that there are deep and ambiguous political commitments and long traditions of social thought 4 underlying our response to this populist idea of an individual struggle in the face of hostility.
Bernard SchalTer explores certain of these ambiguities and reminds us that populism has been a force for both conservatism and radicalism. Nonetheless. its concern with minimum conditions and the vulnerability and exclusion of certain groups does point in the right direction. If we examine actual political demands for basic or minimum conditions in the context of the stratified nature of society we see that it is not just the poor viho demand basic conditions (and usually these least of all) but also intermediate groups and governments too. Dharam Ghai suggests that the concept is not at all unpopular among governments--quite the reverse. In their search for themes to express the range of activities their departments are involved in. what better vehicle for concensus and agreement than 'basic needs'? lt does not, after all, necessarily imply equity or a radical redistribution of assets and income. It allows governments to argue that they are both expanding public services and protecting groups in danger of becoming destitute. This expansion, however, rarely benefits the most disadvantaged: benefits are usually taken-up by less vulnerable groups, including those who are still recognizably poor citizens (by international and even national standards) such as lower-paid government servants and technicians. A 'basic needs' theme can also allow interventions to maintain or further consolidate the segmentation of labour markets, by tying access to public services very firmly to formal sector employment.
The recent growth in the size and coverage of social secuiity systems--as noted for certain countries and sectors in Latin America and also documented for other regionsusually has two results. lt further excludes those outside the formal sector by more firmly tying credit and access to services to regular employment in larger institutions, and further subsidises the extension of loans and services to better-placed intermediate groups by employing the enforced savings of the lower-paid members.
Vulnerability and exclusion, then, applies not only lo those who are destitute and near destitution but also to groups who iiow fear or experience exclusion folloing political and economic change. lt is these groups who tend to press for minimum conditions and services if they can find ways of doing so. and who are most concerned to protect themselves by formal agreement and public provision. 
